Eddyline is a family business, focused on quality rather than quantity. Our designs are a direct reflection of Tom Derrer’s 50+ years of paddling experience and our philosophy of constant improvement.

Our small size enables us to treat our customers as family, allowing us to communicate personally with them. In return, their passion for paddling continues to inspire us.

We at Eddyline are proud to be a part of the kayaking tradition and respect the courage and ingenuity of our paddling ancestors and their passion for being on the water.

We invite you to be a part of the Eddyline tradition.

Since 1971, Tom Derrer and the staff at Eddyline have remained focused on building quality products and providing superior customer service. Tom’s principal attitude has always been: “If I cannot make it better than what I already know, then I am not improving and neither is the sport I love.”

Eddyline has lived the philosophy of “lean manufacturing” and the process of “constant improvement” from the beginning. They are embodied in the actions of our employees and are one of the reasons we remain healthy and strong today.

Our goal remains the same: Always do the best that we can do... and continually raise the bar.

Technology

Throughout our 45 year history, Eddyline has been a leader of innovation in manufacturing and design technology. Eddyline has created many landmarks in design, features, and manufacturing technologies within the kayak industry, many of which are now used by other manufacturers. It is a major point of pride for us that all Eddyline designs and technologies are original and unique.

In 1995, Eddyline pioneered Thermoform Composite Technology for the construction of kayaks. While thermoforming is a manufacturing process, the raw materials used in that process vary significantly between kayak manufacturers. Variables such as chemical composition and thickness affect the integrity of the final product.

Our proprietary Carbonlite 2000 material is the result of years of refinement. We have continually worked to perfect Carbonlite 2000 by incorporating new developments as materials technology improves.

Carbonlite 2000 has established a place alongside high-end composites, only with a sweet green twist. Consistent with our core philosophy, Carbonlite 2000 and the thermoforming process have many benefits to the environment and our workplace. They include:
• A clean working environment for our team
• No harmful emissions
• A material that is 100% recyclable

An Eddyline exclusive, Carbonlite 2000 looks and performs like fiberglass with clear advantages over other plastics:
• Lighter weight
• Dimensional stability and increased stiffness
• Higher heat distortion temperature
• Excellent abrasion and impact resistance
• Superior UV protection

Carbonlite 2000 is extremely tough, and it is also easily repaired in the event of an accident. It has endured the test of time in the hands of many paddlers, liveries, and tour operators; and is highly suitable for all kayak applications.
The Samba quickly became our best-selling day-touring kayak due to its lively nature, effortless maneuverability, and light weight. At a mere 43 lbs., it is our lightest performance kayak designed for the smaller, lighter paddler, and it easily keeps pace with longer boats.

The Denali is a lightweight and “performance fit” kayak for the larger paddler. It maintains the same performance DNA as the Samba, but scaled-up with abundant foot and leg room.

The Journey is a touring kayak for the paddler seeking exceptional stability, but unwilling to compromise performance. Based on the Fathom series, the Journey is nimble, quick, and features a large cockpit for ease of entry and exit.

The Fathom LV is a scaled-down version of the Fathom intended for the smaller, lighter paddler. It is quick to accelerate, glides forever, turns on a dime, and tracks on a rail.

The Fathom is our flagship touring model and will reward you with every new adventure. The hull is fast and efficient while retaining maneuverability and a comfortable level of stability. Its full-volume front deck provides ample room for longer legs, larger feet, and a more upright knee position for a very efficient forward stroke.
Recreation

Equinox
The Equinox strikes a perfect balance, for a wide range of paddlers, between recreational and touring kayaks with its ample cockpit and storage space, excellent stability, good cruising speed and complete deck rigging.

Skylark
The Skylark is essentially a recreational kayak in size and fit while providing the features and performance found in a full-fledged sea kayak, including hatches and bulkheads bow and stern, good stability, and paddling efficiency.

Rio
The Rio is expressly designed for the small to medium paddler looking for a recreational-style kayak with spirited performance and nimble handling. At only 35 pounds, the Rio is comfortably stable with a playful and efficient hull. Keeping up with other kayaks is easy, and transport is simple.

Sky 10
The Sky 10 is one of the best paddling 10’ recreational kayaks available. Featuring a roomy cockpit, comfortable seat and backrest, and front and rear bulkheads, the Sky 10 offers tremendous value.

Shasta
The Shasta is a versatile, lightweight open cockpit double with a whole host of accessories and many options for a variety of uses. Paddle solo, with your partner, child, dog or any combination of the above. Quite efficient in the water, it is stable, fast, and fun for touring, camping, and fishing.

Whisper
The Whisper slices through the water effortlessly and its light weight makes coastal cruising a delight. It is equipped with a foot-controlled rudder in the rear, adjustable foot pegs in the front, and bow and stern hatches and bulkheads for your convenience and safety.

Sandpiper
The Sandpiper is lightweight, easy to maneuver, and performs well in a variety of flatwater conditions. The large cockpit makes getting in or out of this very stable kayak a breeze, even from a dock or boat deck. Includes bulkheads and hatches bow and stern for maximum flotation.

Sky 10 32 lbs.
The Sky 10 is one of the best paddling 10’ recreational kayaks available. Featuring a roomy cockpit, comfortable seat and backrest, and front and rear bulkheads, the Sky 10 offers tremendous value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Beam</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Cockpit</th>
<th>Seat</th>
<th>Backrest</th>
<th>Thighpieces</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Rudder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sky 10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio</td>
<td>11’/V</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandpiper</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylark</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equinox</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Capacity includes the weight of the user.

Fjords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Beam</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Cockpit</th>
<th>Seat</th>
<th>Backrest</th>
<th>Thighpieces</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Rudder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shasta</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>L4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whisper CR</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>L4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Capacity includes the weight of the user. 

Foot controlled rudder

Delivery / Bodywork: July 1st, 2023
The Caribbean 12 has features sure to please the recreational paddler. Tracking is exceptional for a twelve footer, making travel over distance much easier. Easy turns are accomplished with a slight lean and sweep. Eddyline applied the principles of the unique Gull Wing configuration to all its sit on top hulls to retain efficiency and tracking while maximizing stability and maneuverability.

The Caribbean 12 is outfitted with hatches, scuppers, a seat drain, and a comfortable seat. Gear tracks for accessories and an abundance of mounting surfaces provide a wide variety of options for customizing the boat to suit your specific needs. The Caribbean 12 is the perfect, lightweight platform for custom outfitting.

The ultimate lightweight sit-on-top kayak, the Caribbean 14 is a high performance of our popular Caribbean 12 with options especially adapted to paddling in surf or rough water conditions.

A Gear Bucket, located just in front of the seat, provides storage for small items and can be removed for many uses. This is standard in both the Caribbean 12 and 14.

Options:
Caribbean 12 and 14: Footwell Pads, Front Hatch Liner
Caribbean 12: Stern Tankwell Cover
See website for additional angler options

A Gear Bucket, located just in front of the seat, provides storage for small items and can be removed for many uses. This is standard in both the Caribbean 12 and 14.

Performance of the C-135 benefits from the Eddyline legacy of design. It is lightweight, acceleration is quick, and just a few strokes will bring you up to speed. A well balanced and extremely stable hull make the C-135 easy to keep on course in windy conditions. With a carrying capacity of 450 lbs, the C-135 fits the larger paddler, without compromising performance or stability, even when standing in the kayak.

The C-135 sets a new standard in the industry with the luxurious Cloud 10 Seating System - offering 4 seating positions for comfort: High Forward, High Back, Low, and Reclined. It can be folded back out of the way when standing or easily removed from the boat. Made in America using anti-microbial marine grade foam and solar weave tech-mesh fabric, the Cloud10 Seat provides durable, breathable, water and sun proof comfort for those long days on the water.

The C-135 is a basic platform ready for you to rig to your specific needs or the casual paddler looking for maximum stability and comfort. Our expanded menu of factory installed options allows you to customize to your heart's content.

Options C-135:
Tank-well Traction Pad, Bow Hatch Liner
Power Hatch Liner is standard on all C-135s
See website for additional angler options

Outside Magazine
One of 7 Best Boats of 2012

Options:
Caribbean 12 and 14: Footwell Pads, Front Hatch Liner
Caribbean 12: Stern Tankwell Cover
See website for additional angler options

At 14’ long and 29” wide, the Caribbean 14 will cover distance quickly and efficiently. The lengthened cockpit and increased capacity will suit larger individuals or simply enable a larger load. It has exceptional tracking and an efficient hull that is stable as well as maneuverable. The Caribbean 12 and 14 come with a comfortable high backed seat, perfectly balanced carbon fiber side carry handles, retractable carry handles fore and aft and paddle holders on both sides.

Options:
Caribbean 12 and 14: Footwell Pads, Front Hatch Liner
Caribbean 12: Stern Tankwell Cover
See website for additional angler options

A Gear Bucket, located just in front of the seat, provides storage for small items and can be removed for many uses. This is standard in both the Caribbean 12 and 14.

Model | Length | Beam | Cockpit | Capacity * | Weight | Standard Features | Rudder
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Caribbean 12 | 12 | 30 | 18 x 47 | 300 | 45 | Gear Bucket | Optional
Caribbean 14 | 14 | 29 | 21 x 49 | 400 | 50 | Gear Bucket | Optional
C-135 | 13.5 | 34 | 26 x 55 | 450 | 60 | Pull Up Strap, Power Hatch Liner | Optional

*Capacity includes the weight of the kayaks
Customize your kayak with our many options. See website for selections per model.
The award winning C-135 YakAttack Edition comes specially priced with all the essentials from YakAttack that anglers require, including an exclusive YakAttack BlackPak in Grey, a VisiCarbon Pro for enhanced safety day or night, an intuitive Zooka Tube for securing a spinning or casting rod, RotoGrip Paddle Holder, GearTracs: Two 4" GTSL90 tracks, an 8" GTTL175 track on the center, Installed Deck and Tankwell traction Pads, Front Hatch Liner, YakAttack 4" DogBone with 1.5" ball, and Drink Cup Holder with Eddyline Can Cooler and 1" Screwball.

Well balanced and easy to handle in wind, this kayak is very stable, as confirmed by Pro Fisherman Charlie LaBar “The C135 is the most stable platform I have ever fished from in the 10 years that I have been kayak fishing.” The hatches and tankwell are easy to reach from the cockpit and the deck platform is abundant when the seat is flipped up. (See C-135 on the previous page for more details on this design)

The C-135 offers the serious kayak fisherman a lightweight alternative to the heavy polyethylene rigs currently plying the back waters. Its performance benefits from the Eddyline legacy of design. Acceleration is quick, and just a few strokes will bring you up to speed.

Caribbean 12 Angler
45 lbs.
Weighing in at a mere 45 lbs, the Caribbean 12 Angler is an fisherman’s dream both on and off the water. The Cloud 10 High Back SOT Seat is standard in our Caribbean Angler models. Sun proof, water permeable and air-flow friendly, the Cloud 10 High Back SOT Seat redefines comfort on the water. The removable Front Hatch Liner is a handy bucket for bait, fish or gear storage. (See Caribbean 12 on previous page for more details on this design)

The Caribbean 12 Angler includes: Cloud 10 SOT Seat, Installed Footwell Pads, Front Hatch Liner, Two Installed Flush Mount Sea-Dog Rod Holders, RAM-ROD 2007 Rod Holder and Yak Attack 1.5" Screwball, Drink Cup Holder with Eddyline Can Cooler and 1" Screwball.

Caribbean 14 Angler
50 lbs.
The ultimate lightweight fishing kayak, the Caribbean 14 Angler is a high performance version of our popular Caribbean 12 with options especially adapted to the fishing enthusiast who may be dealing with surf or rough water conditions. The Caribbean 14 is not your typical; heavy-hauling fishing kayak. This kayak is quick and stable, with a hull designed for efficiency, tracking and maneuvering. The Cloud 10 Seat offers a comfortable ride and the elevated seat with a drain keeps you dry. (See Caribbean 14 on previous page for more details on this design)

The Caribbean 14 Angler includes: Cloud 10 SOT Seat, Installed Footwell Pads, Front Hatch Liner, Two Installed Flush Mount Sea-Dog Rod Holders, RAM-ROD 2007 Rod Holder and Yak Attack 1.5" Screwball, Drink Cup Holder with Eddyline Can Cooler and 1" Screwball.

C-135 YakAttack Edition
69 lbs.
The C-135 offers the serious kayak fisherman a lightweight alternative to the heavy polyethylene rigs currently plying the back waters. Its performance benefits from the Eddyline legacy of design. Acceleration is quick, and just a few strokes will bring you up to speed.

Well balanced and easy to handle in wind, this kayak is very stable, as confirmed by Pro Fisherman Charlie LaBar “The C135 is the most stable platform I have ever fished from in the 10 years that I have been kayak fishing.” The hatches and tankwell are easy to reach from the cockpit and the deck platform is abundant when the seat is flipped up. (See C-135 on the previous page for more details on this design)

The award winning C-135 YakAttack Edition comes specially priced with all the essentials from YakAttack that anglers require, including an exclusive YakAttack BlackPak in Grey, a VisiCarbon Pro for enhanced safety day or night, an intuitive Zooka Tube for securing a spinning or casting rod, RotoGrip Paddle Holder, GearTracs: Two 4" GTSL90 tracks, an 8" GTTL175 track on the center, Installed Deck and Tankwell traction Pads, Front Hatch Liner, YakAttack 4" DogBone with 1.5" ball, and Drink Cup Holder with Eddyline Can Cooler and 1" Screwball.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Beam</th>
<th>Cockpit</th>
<th>Seating</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Optional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean 12 Angler</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18 x 47</td>
<td>Cloud 10 Seat</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Rudder, Stern Tankwell Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean 14 Angler</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21 x 49</td>
<td>Cloud 10 Seat</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Rudder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-135 Yak Attack Edition</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26 x 55</td>
<td>Cloud 10 Frame Seat</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Rudder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kayak Features

Fit and Finish
Building a quality product requires the personal touch of experienced and caring craftsmen. Many of our staff measure their time at Eddyline in terms of decades. Our attention to detail is what sets an Eddyline kayak apart. For instance, our seams are fusion welded to ensure maximum strength and eliminate the possibility of leaking. All exposed edges throughout the kayak are still sanded by hand. When water test each and every kayak before a final QC to ensure its integrity. Our reward is reflected in the words of one of our longtime customers: “Thanks for a world-class product and exceeding this customer’s expectations. Eddyline clearly understands what it is to deliver true value for every penny spent and every paddle stroke taken.”

Safety
All Eddyline sit inside kayaks have sealed bow and stern compartments for flotation in the event of capsize. This is a commitment to the safety of our customers.

Fusion Bulkheads
Maximum buoyancy is provided in both ends of the kayak by a sealed bulkhead fore and aft of the cockpit. Fusion Bulkheads are welded in place, vented to prevent pressure buildup from changing temperatures, and designed to eliminate pressure points.

Performance Hatches
Access is provided through easy on and off, performance hatches with convenient tabs. Securely sealed, these compartments are vitally important for buoyancy, making re-entry into the kayak possible in the event of a capsize.

Decklines
Eddyline provides re-entry bungees on the rear deck of all singles. These cords work in conjunction with our Backfloat or any other paddle float device to stabilize the kayak while you get back in.

Retractable Carry Handles
This easy to use system keeps your handle always securely in place whether you are transporting the kayak on your car or paddling through waves and wind (available on most of our models).

Recessed Deck Fittings
These deck fittings are secure and attractive and will not snag your clothing during rescue or re-entry.

Ergonomic Foot Brace
The Sea-Dog foot brace has 14 inches of adjustable travel with the flip of a lever. It is designed to be maintenance free, self cleaning and has tremendous strength. The ergonomically designed pedal makes it very comfortable, even with bare feet, and it won’t come off the track when you are using it.

Skeg and Rudder
Eddyline uses a rudderless design on all of our single kayaks (double kayaks will always need rudder assistance due to their size and bulk) and incorporates a retractable skeg on our performance models.

Mechanically simpler than a rudder, a skeg is a tracking device that allows for the creation of a “variable” performance hull. This enables us to create a balanced hull that has more inherent maneuverability with the skeg retracted and exceptional tracking with the skeg down.

Skegs add a slight bit of wetted surface when used, but not the windage and other drags associated with rudders. Subtle adjustments of the skeg allow the paddler to eliminate the need for correctional strokes in variable weather and wave conditions, thereby focusing energy on getting to the destination.

The C-135 sets a new standard in the industry with the luxurious Cloud 10 Frame Seating System, offering 4 seating positions for comfort: High Forward, High Back, Low, and Reclined. It can be folded back out of the way when standing and can also be removed from the boat. Available exclusively in the C-135.

Made in America, Cloud 10 Seats provide durable, breathable, water and sun proof comfort for those long days on the water. The Cloud 10 High Back SOT Seat is standard in our Caribbean Angler models and features a quick-dry 1.5” marine grade, anti-microbial foam seat wrapped in solar weave, tech mesh fabric.

The Comfort of a Backpad
The Power Hatch Liner
Standard on the C-135, it fits up to a Group 24 battery to power up your kayak or accessories as you choose.

Hatch Liners for SOT Kayaks
The Front Hatch Liner
is a handy bucket for bait, fish or gear storage and is available for the Caribbean 12, 14, and the C-135.

It is easy to remove for transport and cleaning.

The Safety of a Paddle Float

The Backfloat is a practical safety device that brings together the best of two worlds.
Partially inflate and attach it to your seat back for an exceptionally comfortable seat back pad. Quickly detached and fully inflated, the Backfloat becomes an easy to use and very effective paddle float.
Eddyline paddles (formerly Swift) are a distinctive blend of power, lightness, and strength developed and refined over 45 years. These paddles possess a radiant translucence in sunlight that is highly visible and exceptionally beautiful.

Eddyline blades, available in four distinct designs, are powerful but forgiving with quick acceleration, a flutter free stroke, and smooth follow through. The composite blades come in jewel tone translucent colors, stunning custom graphic inlays, and carbon fiber.

All Eddyline paddles feature carbon shafts for added strength and stiffness. They are available in one piece, two piece or four piece, and the grip range has a slight oval shape for comfort and indexing. We only use straight shaft, which provides maximum versatility for all paddling conditions and styles.

Eddyline paddles are some of the lightest paddles on the market weighing in at 24 – 34 oz. depending on blade size and length. Blade weight is a mere 6.5 – 8oz. (depending on size) for an incredibly low swing weight!

**Design**

A good paddle fit makes all the difference in your performance, comfort and even your physical fitness. Eddyline has created four distinct blade designs to match your paddling style and preferences – from novice to expert, recreation, touring, performance or fishing.

All Eddyline paddles have low swing weight – the amount of effort it takes to move the paddle- and excellent balance so you can use a lighter grip on the shaft, reducing fatigue and joint strain.

**More Power - Smooth, Flutter Free Stroke - Well Balanced**

The Eddyline blade features a cambered design which gradually transitions to a dihedral with deeper insertion into the water. This configuration provides more power throughout your stroke without the edge instability that occurs with a fully cambered blade. The camber provides the bite, while the dihedral smooths the sweeps and sculling moves.

The longitudinal curvature of the blade (spoon) actually increases towards the tip of the blade providing more power at the entry into the water and a smooth, flutter free stroke.

The asymmetrical design produces a balanced blade by creating equal surface areas on each half of the blade as it enters the water. The right amount of asymmetry will reduce fatigue by eliminating torque, or twisting of the paddle when the blade enters the water. Typically the lower part of the blade hits the water first and will torque or twist if there is not asymmetry. Eddyline blades have just the right amount of asymmetry for a smooth entry into the water allowing you to use a light grip.

**Construction**

A product of many years of continuous refinement, Eddyline paddle blades are constructed from multiple layers of aircraft grade fiberglass and other specialized fibers. The complex laminate is vacuum bagged using high strength resins and heat to produce a blade that is stiff, strong and yet very lightweight.

All Eddyline paddles have carbon shafts for strength, light weight, and just the right amount of flex.

**Push-Button Ferrule**

The simple, intuitive Push Button Ferrule allows for zero feather, or left and right feather at 45 degrees (Custom settings available). With fewer moving parts, a non-swelling composite shaft, and better durability than other offerings, this is the lightest, strongest and most reliable ferrule option available.

---

**TOURING PADDLES**

**Mid Swift**

The Mid Swift is our most popular blade size and an excellent choice for most touring kayakers. The Mid Swift delivers plenty of pull and control in rough water conditions, yet it is quite well behaved when the wind blows against it. We find this to be the ideal paddle for extended paddling in varied and changeable conditions, and the only paddle many kayakers will ever need.

**Sea Swift**

The Sea Swift is a full sized aggressive blade design that retains the versatility of conventional blades for bracing, sculling and rolling while offering sufficient power to be useful in the racing world. It is ideal as a big water paddle in surf and rough conditions for the more athletic paddler. It is also a favorite with recreational open water racers who want the broader range of performance not provided by wing style paddles.

**Pro Swift**

The Pro Swift is specifically customized to suit the paddler who prefers a high-angle performance paddle. It retains all the power and thrust and smooth follow through of the Sea Swift only with a high angle of attack. Typically these paddles are preferred to be 5-10 cm shorter in length than a low angle blade.

**Wind Swift**

The Wind Swift combines Aleut features with some more modern European concepts to create a paddle that is excellent in high winds and still delivers a healthy amount of paddle power. Another major advantage to this style of paddle is kindness to joints and muscles. If you do not paddle frequently or already have joint and muscle issues, you will love how you feel after a day of paddling with the Wind Swift.

---

**ANGLER PADDLES**

**Mid Fish**

Using the same mid-size blade design as our popular Mid Swift, the Mid Fish offers an exceptional balance of power and control with a smaller profile for windier conditions. From glassy ponds to big ocean swells, the extremely versatile Mid Fish is the only paddle many kayak anglers will ever need.

**Big Fish**

The Big Fish is a full-sized blade design that provides plenty of power to help larger kayaks get up to speed while maintaining excellent versatility. Suitable for a variety of stroke styles and paddling conditions, the Big Fish is an ideal paddle to use with modern fishing kayak designs.

**Pro Fish**

The Pro Fish is a full-sized, aggressive blade design specifically customized to suit kayak anglers who prefer a high-angle performance paddle. It retains all of the power, thrust, and smooth follow through of the Big Fish, only with a high angle of attack to maximize forward stroke efficiency.
Leading Innovation in Design and Manufacturing for 46 years

Please visit the Eddyline website for:
- In-depth information on our kayaks and paddles
- Care and repair info
- A list of worldwide dealers
- The Eddyline online store
- Technical information
- Photos, videos and more.

Eddyline Kayaks
11977 Westar Lane
Burlington, WA 98233
Ph (360) 757–2300
Fax (360) 757–2302
Web – www.eddyline.com
Email – support@eddyline.com
Follow us on Facebook
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